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THE JJB ADVANTAGE 
Our Commitment To You 

We want you to know that before you 

make a decision to buy these wines, that 

you can count on the following: 

As a licensed importer, wholesaler and 

retailer, JJ Buckley buys directly from 

Bordeaux, bypassing third party whole-

salers and importers. This gives us and 

you a significant pricing advantage. 

Provenance is guaranteed and all wines 

are shipped in air-conditioned contain-

ers to our climate-controlled facility, 

ensuring they remain in perfect condi-

tion every point of the way.  

In order to secure large allocations of 

the most sought after and highly rated 

wines, JJ Buckley has worked hard over 

the years to build strong relationships 

with the most respected negociants and 

other suppliers. We are in Bordeaux at 

least twice a year to ensure we stay in-

formed and well connected. This gives 

us unparalleled access to a huge selec-

tion of the finest wines at every level 

and at the best prices.  

Our large and experienced sales team 

has a broad and deep understanding of 

the vintage. Please call, email, or stop by 

to discuss any or all wines with our 

sales team. Over the weeks leading up 

to this report, they have analyzed, lived, 

breathed, practically bathed in the vin-

tage. No question will go unanswered.  

You will not find such a depth of 

knowledge and experience with the 

vintage anywhere else in the country. 

JJ Buckley offers on-site storage as well 

as access to resale services. Please con-

tact one of our Fine Wine Specialists for 

more information. 
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2010 BORDEAUX PICKS 
Our Top Wines of the Vintage 

JJ Buckley’s Top Wines 

Chateau Saint Pierre (St. Julien) 

Clinet (Pomerol) 

La Conseillante (Pomerol) 

Pichon Baron (Pauillac) 

Canon La Gaffeliere (St. Emilion) 

Leoville Barton (St. Julien) 

Pape Clement Blanc (Pessac-Leognan) 

 

Top Appellations 

St. Julien, Pomerol, Pauillac 
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The 2013 UGC Grand Tasting 

There is always a bit of anticipation and 

excitement surrounding any Bordeaux 

vintage. Things really kick into high 

gear each spring when journalists and 

the trade descend on the region to taste 

samples from the previous year's har-

vest. Shortly thereafter come the pro-

nouncements about the vintage from 

wine scribes, as well as offers from mer-

chants involved in the futures market 

where nearly all of the production from 

Bordeaux's top estates are sold. All of 

this activity, however, is based on unfin-

ished wines that have not yet finished 

their path to bottle.  

Eventually the chatter trails off, and as 

the wines lay dormant in the cellar, the 

market recedes from the industry's at-

tention. Sales slow and the press and 

trade shift their focus to other regions. 

But come January of the following year, 

Bordeaux re-enters the consciousness of 

consumers and the wine industry when 

the Union des Grands Crus (UGC) 

comes across the pond to debut the re-

cently bottled vintage through a series 

of nationwide tastings. For most, this 

represents the first opportunity to taste 

the finished wines introduced nearly 

two years earlier. And each year, our 

team at JJ Buckley attends this event 

with enthusiasm, this year travelling 

across the San Francisco Bay to have a 

look at the 2010s in bottle. 

While this event affords everyone a 

great opportunity to taste a cross-

section of the 2010 vintage, it's im-

portant to note that not every estate 

attends. Not represented are the prem-

2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 
Now arriving... 

ier grand cru classes, nor many of the so

-called "Super Seconds." In addition, 

many of the Cru Bourgeois classed 

wines, along with the declassified wines 

of the chateaux that represent great val-

ues for everyday drinking, also go un-

represented. 

About this report 

This report is an update to the essays 

and tasting notes compiled in JJ Buck-

ley's report on the 2010 en primeur tast-

ings. The notes herein were compiled at 

the UGC tasting held January, 2013 in 

San Francisco.  

We offer it to our readers in the hopes it 

will provide them with valuable insight 

to the qualities of the vintage. Enjoy! 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 
Pricing: Then & Now 

Pricing 

When the trade became aware of the 

quality of the 2010 vintage shortly after 

the harvest and later upon tasting them 

at en primeur, everyone in the industry 

knew that Bordeaux was on the cusp of 

a unique sales campaign. It had been 

many years since the region had en-

joyed back-to-back vintages of such 

high quality. But industry insiders and 

the trade were not used to dealing with 

these fortunate circumstances in today's 

market, where Bordeaux is making in-

roads to new markets like Asia and 

Eastern Europe. 

Before the 2010 futures became availa-

ble for sale, there was much speculation 

on where the prices would land. The 

strong price increases of the 2009s 

raised more than a few eyebrows and 

there was considerable concern before 

the futures campaign began. There was 

little doubt prices would surpass the 

2008s. The real question was, by how 

much?  

When the futures campaign revved up 

in earnest two years ago, the market-

place for Bordeaux in America was still 

dealing with the changes in how Bor-

deaux was sold. The traditional distri-

bution channels for Bordeaux was disin-

tegrating, with large suppliers like Dia-

geo/Chateau & Estates, Southern Wines 

& Spirits, and other large players get-

ting out of the futures game. For dec-

ades, these companies helped service 

the entire American wine market, trad-

ing in nearly every corner of the U.S., 

and providing restaurants and retailers 

the opportunity to purchase a wide 

range of Bordeaux at all price points. At 

the same time, with so many importers 

and retailers no longer playing an active 

role in the Bordeaux trade, consumers 

now have fewer outlets to purchase 

wine. 

With their departure from the market, 

those American retailers who have de-

veloped working relationships with 

Bordeaux negociants have been able 

develop the infrastructure necessary to 

sell wines directly to America. Those 

retailers who make the effort to partici-

pate in a futures campaign can now 

purchase directly from Bordeaux nego-

ciants instead of from local distributors. 

Taking this layer out of the supply chain 

reduces the ultimate price to the con-

sumer. More importantly, the reduced 

net costs to retailers helped to moderate 

recent price increases. At the same time, 

with so many importers and retailers no 

longer playing an active role in the Bor-

deaux trade, consumers now have fewer 

outlets from which they can purchase 

wine. 

Characterizing 2009 and 2010 as 

"vintages of the century" definitely 

played a part in the upward pressure on 

pricing strategies adopted by wineries 

and negociants. 2005 was the last such 

vintage, and a string of so-so to merely 

"good" vintages in the interim resulted 

in stagnated demand. Following slug-

gish sales of the '06s and '07s, the Global 

Financial Crisis hit and it took even low-

er prices to sell through the 2008s. The 

arrival of the 2009s came at a time of 

pent-up demand and a more stabilized 

economy, all of which set the stage for 

price increases. 

Upward pressure on prices also came 

from perceived demand in emerging 

Asian markets, as well as established 

ones like Japan. With respect to the for-

mer, however, demand had always been 

limited to "brand names", in particular 

Chateau Lafite Rothschild, along with 

ten to twenty other big names. When 

futures pricing for the 2010s were finally 

released, we predicted Asia’s demand 

would again be limited to the top dozen 

brands and would not ultimately affect 

the overall health of Bordeaux sales and 

pricing. The recent drop in prices of the 

premiers grands crus classes is a result 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 
Pricing: Then & Now 

of less than expected demand from 

Asia, validating our prediction. 

It also became clear as 2010 futures pric-

es came out, that some wine prices ex-

ceeded the predictions made by indus-

try experts—-and by large amounts. 

Overall, the 2010s arrived at prices 15% 

higher than the 2009s. Buoyed by the 

scores and reduced yields, wineries 

such as Clerc Milon and Pontet Canet 

added further increases atop the prices 

charged for the '09s. Amazingly, howev-

er, many of those wines sold, even with 

increases of over 30%. Orders from 

emerging markets, whether in Eastern 

Europe, the Far East or South America, 

prompted wine to move quickly from 

negociants to retailers around the globe. 

And with the drought of average vin-

tages finally broken, high acclaim from 

the American critics, and a buoyant 

economy, US sales were decidedly 

brisk.  

The 2010s are beginning to hit the 

shelves already, a bit earlier when com-

pared to the 2009s. For those wines that 

saw strong demand, whether due to 

limited availability or great scores, pric-

es have risen from their en primeur lev-

els, while prices for other domaines 

have remained flat or only slightly more 

than their initial release prices. Negoci-

ants have reported a recent uptick in 

sales and JJ Buckley has seen considera-

ble interest in the category as well.  

The 2010s also arrive with many 2009s 

still on the shelves. Those wines sold 

very well and for those who missed 

purchasing them, the 2010s represent 

one of the last chances to purchase top 

quality Bordeaux, given that the 2011s 

and 2012s are not expected to achieve 

the heights of the previous years. 

Over time, it is expected that prices for 

the best wines in a great vintage like 

2010 will remain strong like other out-

standing vintages such as '61 and '82. 

Whether it happens right away, or slow-

ly over the years will ultimately depend 

on the quality of the finished wines 

along with the ability of the market to 

move through vintages such as 2000 

and 2005, years that allow consumers to 

drink excellent, more mature Bordeaux 

at lower prices than what the market is 

currently charging for the '09s and '10s. 

But rest assured, the best wines from 

2010 will command the attention of 

many wine enthusiasts and securing 

them earlier will save money in the long 

run. 

 

 

 

JJ Buckley’s Alex Fondren hard at work 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 
The 2010 Vintage As Seen Through Its Weather 

Bill Blatch & Company 

The weather prior to harvest in Bor-

deaux is one of the most discussed as-

pects of every vintage. Given that Bor-

deaux plays such an important role in 

the global wine economy, information 

on each ray of sunshine or milliliter of 

rain is painstakingly recorded for com-

parison with previous years, all with the 

goal of predicting the results of the up-

coming harvest and forecasting what 

the wines might be like. With meteoro-

logical data going back centuries, the 

analysis of Bordeaux's weather patterns 

has become serious business. 

Prior to en primeur, the industry anx-

iously awaits Bill Blatch's Vintage Re-

port which has become the de facto in-

troduction to the forthcoming releases. 

Having lived in Bordeaux for over 30 

years pursuing a passion for Sauternes, 

his intimate knowledge of the region 

gives readers an insight to Bordeaux's 

weather patterns that would make a 

meteorologist shed tears of ecstasy. His 

report shows, in exacting detail, how 

the year's weather has nurtured the 

style of the nascent vintage. 

The Blatch Report has been the standard 

for Bordeaux weather reports for some 

time. But just as the group of en primeur 

reviewers has been expanded recently 

to include James Suckling, as well as a 

slew of new blog reporters, so has this 

obscure sector of the Bordeaux trade. 

New, worthy additions include Gavin 

Quinney's blog report for Liv-Ex Fine 

Wine Exchange, and Dennis Dubour-

dieu's missive from the University of 

Bordeaux. Combined, the three reports 

provide an excellent tool for those who 

look to weather as a predictor of style 

and quality. 

 

Mother nature smiled again 

A number of unique weather occurrenc-

es during 2010 helped shape the vin-

tage. Following relatively normal 

weather patterns that preceded bud-

burst, the young shoots benefitted from 

dry and relatively warm temperatures 

in April and May. As flowering began, 

cold weather and some heavy rains 

combined to knock pollen from the sta-

mens, making it difficult for the vines to 

complete the reproductive cycle. The 

result particularly affected merlot vines 

which have frequent problems with 

flowering and pollination. The poor 

flowering would later result in lower 

yields due to unformed berries and 

smaller bunches with smaller berry size. 

Green harvesting of bunches that were 

affected by poor flowering further re-

duced merlot yields. The lousy fruit set 

was not uniform across all of Bordeaux 

but for the most part, merlot quantities 

were problematic. 

The summer months of July and August 

brought warm and dry weather condi-

tions that differed significantly from 

2009. Overall, there was less rain during 

these months, which resulted in the 

slowing of vine growth. As summer 

progressed, temperatures, while warm, 

were noticeably cooler than 2005 and 

2009. Fortunately, there were none of 

the prolonged periods of excessive heat 

as occurred in '09 and unusually cool 

evenings dominated late July and Au-

gust. This unusual pattern acted to pre-

serve acid levels and focused fruit fla-

vors. 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 
The 2010 Vintage As Seen Through Its Weather  

Given a dry summer where rainfall 

amounts were among the lowest in the 

past ten years (August and September 

saw 65-75% less rain than average), wa-

ter was needed to maintain the vines' 

photosynthetic functions and push the 

grapes along the path to ripeness. As 

picking dates approached, the area ben-

efitted from a few well-spaced rain 

storms, giving the vines just the right 

amount of water to encourage fruit de-

velopment and reduce stress. The heavy 

rainfalls which had been forecasted nev-

er materialized, and the vines and soils 

absorbed just the right amount of mois-

ture from each storm to restore matura-

tion functions. The threat of disease and 

rot from rains at this time of the year 

never developed either, thanks to the 

dry weather which followed each storm. 

Interestingly, the cooler weather condi-

tions acted to increase levels of malic 

acid in many grapes which made malo-

lactic fermentations slower and more 

difficult. By the time en primeur arrived, 

some wines had just completed their 

malolactic ferments, making those 

wines difficult to assess. 

In the end, the warm, dry weather gave 

grapes the chance to attain full ripeness 

and the concentration of fruit flavors is 

clearly evident. Alcohol, tannin and 

acidity levels were mostly higher than 

2009, yet other weather conditions, such 

as the cool nights, gave the wines poise 

and elegance on the palate, as well as 

incredible freshness. The unique grow-

ing conditions in 2010 are certainly re-

flected in the style of the year’s wines 

and provided winemakers some inter-

esting raw material to work with. 

Andy Frieden taking notes 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 
Another “Vintage of a Lifetime”? 

So, what about the wines? 

It was almost surreal. After all the fren-

zy surrounding the quality of the 2009s 

and their subsequent en primeur sales, 

the 2010s arrived on the scene boasting 

excellence of quality alongside another 

futures campaign that tested the pa-

tience of the market. Such back-to-back 

vintages are rare in Bordeaux's history 

and it was easy to think that 2010 was a 

vintage more about 21st century market 

hype, complete with on-the-spot global 

coverage by bloggers and critics, than it 

was about the actual quality of the wine. 

But the fact remained that many of the 

2010s were very, very good wines. And 

the style of those wines, classically 

structured thanks to focused tannins 

and acids in combination with precise 

flavors, stood in contrast to the riper 

2009s. The divergence between the two 

vintages will clearly provide debate 

fodder for Bordeaux lovers over the 

next 40-50 years. 

However, as was noted in JJ Buck-

ley's report on the 2010s from barrel, 

the excellence of this vintage was 

tempered by a lack of uniformity 

across all appellations. There were 

clearly some regions that made supe-

rior wines, and some domaines with-

in those communes that fell short. 

Overall, there were no surprises as 

the regions we liked en primeur 

showed just as well in bottle. 

 

 

 

The twin merlot-based regions of St. 

Emilion and Pomerol show how the 

year affected appellations differently. 

Some of the St. Emilions show the ef-

fects of the drought with ripe and jam-

my textures and some alcoholic heat. 

Pomerol, however, produced excellent 

wines thanks to its soils, providing 

vines with the necessary water to make 

it through the summer. Those wines are 

complex, with tension and delineation 

hallmarks of the year. 

We were conflicted as to whether St. 

Julien or Pauillac performed the best in 

barrel and felt the same way after this 

year's UGC tastings. The balance and 

overall complexity of St. Julien clearly 

impressed all of us and the appellation 

had the most wines placed in our Top 5 

lists. But Pauillac also found favor with 

the ripeness of cabernet making for 

some attractive wines. The region also 

had problems with over ripeness and 

strong tannins in barrel and those quali-

ties were also found in bottle as well. 

The wines of Pessac-Leognan con-

tinued to impress us a source for 

excellent wines at affordable prices. 

The hallmark characteristics of the 

vintage can be found in many of the 

wines from this appellation and 

deserve the attention of any lover of 

red wines. 

Nathalie Tremblay & Roland Hanker-

son discuss the 2010 vintage at UGC 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—Margaux 

2010 Brane-Cantenac (Margaux) - 62% cabernet sauvignon, 30% 
merlot, 8% cabernet franc. Aged in 70% new oak for 18 months. 
Garnet rim with a very deep core. Fragrant aromas and flavors of 
ripe cherry, subtle clove and spice lead into a seductive palate of 
cool boysenberry and red fruit. Medium bodied with class and 
finesse, as silky tannins reveal its underlying power. Great puri-
ty and wonderful length, which lingers as notes of menthol and 
black fruit dance across the palate. An instant classic. This is the 
essence of Bordeaux. While approachable in its youth, this 
should put on weight over time and evolve over the next two 
decades or more. Love it already!  94 points —Eddie Wolowski 

 

2010 Cantenac Brown (Margaux) - 66% cabernet sauvignon, 34% 
merlot. Aged for 14 months in 60% new oak. Ruby rim with a 
deep core. A bouquet of zesty berry and Indian spice leads into a 
plush and velvety mouthfeel. Notes of succulent black cherry 
and berry open up alongside espresso bean, cassis, and a hint of 
cedar. Great structure with caressing tannins, this should inte-
grate nicely with short-term cellaring and should be keep well 
for 20+ years.  93 points —Eddie Wolowski 

 

2010 du Tertre (Margaux) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 25% merlot, 
15% cabernet franc. Aged for 16-17 months in 50% new oak. 
Dark purple core with a magenta rim. This evolves in the glass, 
revealing notes of cherry, black raspberry, white pepper and 
spice. Vibrant acidity and a healthy dose of cabernet franc pro-
vide freshness and elegance to this balanced effort. Seamless and 
focused, the finish has wonderful length. A dark horse in the 
vintage. This promises long-term cellaring and should further 
blossom in the bottle. Though already seductive, Give it roughly 
5 years and enjoy over the next two to three decades.  93+ points 
—Eddie Wolowski 

2010 showcased Margaux's classic stylistic traits of subtlety and elegance, especially when compared to the riper wines 
found in other appellations. That said, there were, unfortunately, too few wines that ratcheted up the level of excite-
ment. Medium bodied with an emphasis on earthy-laced aromas and flavors, Margaux in 2010 is your go-to appellation 
if you are seeking balanced wines that show a sense of restraint. 

2010 Durfort-Vivens (Margaux) - 70% cabernet sauvignon, 26% 
merlot, 4% cabernet franc. Aged in 70% new oak. Deep garnet 
core with a vibrant rim. Ripe, sweet red and blue fruit notes are 
countered with an array of spice, with hints of coffee, tobacco 
and blackberry. Medium-bodied with a solid mid-palate and 
slightly dry tannins. Allow 3-5 more years in the bottle and drink 
over the next two decades.  91 points —Eddie Wolowski 

 

2010 Giscours (Margaux) - 65% cabernet sauvignon, 30% merlot, 
and 5% petit verdot. Garnet core with a ruby rim. Black fruit 
aromas of blackberry compote and blackcurrant are rounded out 
by oak spice notes on the bouquet. The palate shows a creamy 
texture that sweeps through the mid-palate and finishes on the 
broad tannins. As expected for this vintage, this is tight and big 
now, with a nice acidity to give it lift. I wouldn’t touch this for 
the next 5 years, and then enjoy over the following 20.  93 points 
—Devon Magee 

 

2010 Kirwan (Margaux) - 50% cabernet sauvignon, 35% merlot, 
9% cabernet franc, 6% petit verdot. Ruby/garnet core with a 
ruby rim. Mocha and black fruit compote lead the nose, while 
oak toast notes add lift. There’s a creamy texture on the palate 
and sweet fruit notes offset the broad, earthy tannins on the mid-
palate, which show through on the finish. This is a rustic, mascu-
line Margaux that can be enjoyed over the next 5-25 years.  92 
points —Devon Magee 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—Margaux 

 

2010 Labegorce (Margaux) - 50% merlot, 45% cabernet sauvi-
gnon, 3% cabernet franc and 2% petit verdot. A somewhat muted 
nose reveals notes of damp earth, oak and black truffle with 
more subtle aromas of blackberry and black cherry. The purple 
and red fruit highlight a medium-bodied palate that shows big, 
chewy tannins, which fall off on the finish. This should come 
into balance in another 3-5 years and drink well for 10-15 years 
after that. 88 points —Alex Shaw 

 

2010 Lascombes (Margaux) - 55% merlot, 40% cabernet sauvi-
gnon and 5% petit verdot. Beautifully perfumed aromas of black-
berry, huckleberry and plum mix with hints of forest floor, black 
truffle and a touch of espresso. Exceptionally soft and approach-
able, the lush palate shows broad, integrated tannins that lend 
structure to the purple fruit. Showing less acidity than many of 
its vintage peers, this is almost hedonistic in its youthful ap-
proachability. Give it a couple of years to settle down, and then 
enjoy over the next 20. 94 points  —Alex Shaw  

 

2010 Malescot-St-Exupery (Margaux) - 55% cabernet sauvignon, 
30% merlot, 5% petite verdot. Aged in 100% new oak for 16 
months. Dark garnet color with a dense purple core. Gorgeous 
perfumed nose crushed blackberry, cassis liquor, mocha choco-
late and coffee grinds with an underlying foundation of crushed 
mineral. Classic Bordeaux claret aromas and bouquet. The attack 
of densely packed, precisely high acid black fruit is bolstered by 
well-manicured tannins, positioned with perfect focus, and bal-
ancing the fruit and wood nicely. The thirty second finish shows 
the intensity and ripeness of the vintage.  94+ points —Andy 
Frieden 

 

 

 

2010 Rauzan-Segla (Margaux) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 37% 
merlot, 2% cabernet franc, 1% petit verdot. Showing a bit of 
breadth across the bouquet, moderately intense dark cherry aro-
mas are heightened with diffused notes of fresh loamy earth and 
subtle sage-like spices. Possessing an elegant and focused palate 
profile when compared with some of the vintage’s more exuber-
ant wines, there's a core of medium-full bodied cherry with sa-
vory undercurrents. The moderately broad shape narrows down 
towards the backpalate where the focused finish melds tannin 
and fruit. Enjoy 2014-2026.  93 points —Chuck Hayward 

 

2010 Siran (Margaux) - 47% merlot, 42% cabernet sauvignon, 
11% petite verdot. Aged in 30-35% new oak for 12-14 months. 
The dark purple core leads into a perfume of crushed flowers, 
cherry, limestone minerality and a touch of exotic Malabar pep-
per to round out first impressions. A bit closed, this leads into 
bright cherry and blackberry fruit, with a smooth mid-palate and 
a mouthwateringly juicy finish. There is a seamless precision to 
this wine, though it is tightly wound and will need 5 to 7 years of 
cellaring before it hits its drinking window.  91 points —Andy 
Frieden 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—Pauillac 

2010 Clerc Milon (Pauillac) - 50% cabernet sauvignon, 36% mer-
lot, 11% cabernet franc, 2% petite verdot, 1% carmenere. Very 
dark ruby, bordering on purple at the core. The bouquet gives 
off complex notes of red and black fruit, coffee, dark chocolate 
and cigar. Medium to full bodied, this Pauillac is silky and re-
fined on the palate, with tannins that are quite integrated for 
such a young wine. Classic notes of black olive, cedar, cherry 
and roasted coffee persist over a long finish. I would not touch 
for 3-4 years and drink through 2025+.  92 points —John 
Sweeney 

 

2010 d’Armailhac (Pauillac) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 23% mer-
lot, 15% cabernet franc, 2% petit verdot.  Deep in color, virtually 
black at the core. The bouquet is dominated by black fruit - black 
cherry, plum and cassis, as well as toasty notes of coffee and 
scorched earth. Classic in both fruit and earth nuances, this me-
dium-bodied effort has nicely focused acidity. Not particularly 
opulent, I suggest holding this for 10 years as I suspect it will age 
gracefully for decades to come.  91 points —John Sweeney 

 

2010 Grand-Puy-Ducasse (Pauillac) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 
40% merlot. Aged 18-24 months in 30-40% new French oak. With 
quite a high percentage of merlot for the region, this is dark ruby 
in color, with spicy, red fruit notes that soar from the glass. On 
the palate this is surprisingly rich and dense, with chewy tannins 
and a long silky finish. With its great length, this is already sur-
prisingly approachable. Drink 2015-2030.  92+ points —John 
Sweeney 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pauillac turned in a curious performance with their 2010s, proving a bit all over the map in terms of quality and style. 
The weather conditions in 2010 allowed cabernet sauvignon to achieve perfect levels of ripeness, and a number of wines 
communicated broad textures with intense and ripe flavors, bringing the 2009 vintage to mind. The appellation's popu-
lar trio of Lynch Bages and the two Pichons showed more restraint and balance with their focused shapes, suggesting 
some time in the cellar will benefit their demeanor. A bit of detracting herbal notes could be seen in a few others. Such a 
broad range suggests that, before purchasing, it would be wise to ascertain from the reviews below which wines hew 
towards your preferred style. 

2010 Grand-Puy-Lacoste (Pauillac) - 83% cabernet sauvignon, 
17% merlot. Aged 16-18 months in 75% new French oak. Dark 
ruby, and quite concentrated and opulent in appearance. Bou-
quet aromas of red raspberry, cherry, graphite and coffee leap 
from the glass. This is truly a sexy, pure and balanced wine, 
loaded with class and structure. The finish is long and elegant, 
with integrated acidity and soft tannins. This will be drinkable 
with a few additional years of age but it has the structure and 
acidity to age for 10-15+ years.  94 points —John Sweeney  

 

2010 Haut Bages Liberal (Pauillac) - 70% cabernet sauvignon, 
30% merlot.  Deep opaque core, with a ruby rim. With its bou-
quet of ripe cherry, raspberry and clove, this has a great entry 
upfront, of blackberry and a hint of vanilla. An elegant, finely 
textured body dances across the palate, finishing with a little 
mineral lift and gentle tannins that linger, adding freshness and 
depth. Another dark horse. Drink 2015-2035.  92 points  —Eddie 
Wolowski 

 

2010 Lynch Bages (Pauillac) - 79% cabernet sauvignon, 18% mer-
lot, 2% cabernet franc, 1% petit verdot. Aged in 70% new French 
oak. Loaded with red and black fruit, coffee, toasty oak, baking 
spice and crushed rocks, the fruit component is perfectly ripe 
with balanced acidity. With its fantastic structure, there are lay-
ers of intense dark fruit, tobacco and vanilla notes. The tannins 
are surprisingly balanced, as this has definitely shed its baby fat. 
Having evolved very well over the past 2 years, this is very tasty 
already. Drink 2018-2030+.  94 points —John Sweeney  
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—Pauillac 

2010 Lynch Moussas (Pauillac) - 70% cabernet sauvignon, 30% 
merlot. 18 months in 58% new oak. A light ruby rim frames a 
dark crimson core. The subtle bouquet leads into a palate of cas-
sis , spices, cherry, crushed rocks, and interesting forest floor 
nuances. Elegant and fresh, this has a delicate finish. This will 
drink well after short-term cellaring and evolve over the next 
two decades.  A solid wine.  91 points —Eddie Wolowski 

 

2010 Pichon-Longueville Baron (Pauillac) - 79% cabernet sauvi-
gnon, 21% merlot. 18-20 months in 80% new oak. 60% of the pro-
duction was declassified. Inky, opaque purple core with a vi-
brant magenta rim. A very bright, floral bouquet leads to an im-
peccable, concentrated palate of cassis, cherry, crushed stone, 
blackberry and tobacco. Utterly seamless and refined, this just 
glides across the palate, transitioning into a velvety, ultra-long 
finish. Highly polished with such finesse, this is one of the must-
haves for 2010. Wait at least 3-5 years (though it was so mesmer-
izing, I’m sure I’ll be decanting one sooner) and follow over the 
next 3 decades. Just a beautiful combination of power and finesse 
- this is why we love Bordeaux.  100 points —Eddie Wolowski 

 

2010 Pichon-Longueville Comtesse de Lalande (Pauillac) - 65% 
cabernet sauvignon, 25% merlot, 7% cabernet franc, 3% petite 
verdot. Aged in 50% new French oak. Deep purple in color, al-
most black at the core. Classically Pauillac on the nose, with 
toasty vanilla, raspberry coulis, graphite and cracked black pep-
per.  This is a pretty modern Pichon Lalande, full bodied on the 
palate but not overly tannic, and already approachable. The tex-
ture is impressive, still so soft and velvety. It finishes long and 
rich, with vibrant acidity and chewy tannins. This will drink well 
over the next 25 years.  94 points —John Sweeney 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—Pessac-Leognan & Graves 

2010 Carbonnieux (Pessac-Leognan) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 
30% merlot, 10% cabernet franc. Aged in 40% new oak. With its 
healthy, opaque purple hue, this is the most concentrated Pessac-
Leognan of the vintage. A bit closed and restrained (probably 
due to recent bottling and overseas travel), dried cassis can still 
be detected, as well as undertones of soy sauce and licorice. Cas-
sis again takes center stage on the mid-palate with a substantial 
tannin component that suggests a wine with tremendous staying 
power. Here’s a wine that can easily cellar for another 20 to 25 
years. Personally, I feel that this bottle release needs to be re-
tasted in another six months. However, it’s still a broad shoul-
dered effort, more reminiscent of a Pauillac than a Graves. Best 
to hold until 2017 and enjoy through 2035.  92 points —Neil Me-
chanic 

 

2010 de Chantegrive (Pessac-Leognan) - Equal parts cabernet 
sauvignon and merlot. Aged in 50% new oak. Medium garnet 
hue at the core with a lighter violet edge. A heady bouquet of 
cedar and currant lead into a palate that suggests kirsch paired 
with tobacco and new leather. A very dry, but rather short finish 
makes this wine seem a bit disjointed. Only time will tell if this 
detractor will balance out with some bottle rest. Best from 2016 
to 2022.  89 points —Neil Mechanic 

 

2010 de Chevalier (Pessac-Leognan) - 65% cabernet sauvignon, 
30% merlot, 3% petit verdot, 2% cabernet franc, planted to gravel 
with some clay. Aged for 18 months in 50% new barrels. Opaque 
ruby from core to rim. They have really knocked it out of the 
park with this one! Very alive on the nose, with aromas of violet, 
black fruit, red flowers and saddle leather. Elegant and balanced, 
this is very fresh on entry but with a taut midpalate. Needs time. 
Finishes with spice and velvety tannins. This has all the elegance 
and power that I love from Pessac-Leognan - it should age su-
perbly for 20+ years.  94 points —Cory Gowan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2010 de Fieuzal (Pessac-Leognan) - 80% cabernet sauvignon, 10% 
merlot, 10% cabernet franc from gravelly soils over clay. Aged in 
60% new oak. Dark, inky ruby with a purple rim. Super fragrant, 
with aromas of vanilla, cassis and red flowers, along with great 
minerality and a pleasing herbal quality. Classic Pessac, this has 
a soft entry, with attractive, velvety tannins, which have not yet 
fully integrated yet, but which ensure this to be a long lived 
wine. More impressive out of the bottle than from barrel.  93 
points —Cory Gowan 

 

2010 de France (Pessac-Leognan) - 60% cabernet sauvignon and 
40% merlot. Aged in 30% new oak. Medium garnet hue with a 
violet rim. The bouquet carries ample notes of blackberry com-
pote with undertones of cracked black pepper and sage. The 
palate leans towards cassis fruit with tertiary notes of cola nut, 
soy and shaved pencil. Medium to full bodied, the finish has a 
hint of heat, which very well may dissipate with a few more 
months of bottle rest. This estate’s red and white always offers a 
tremendous value for the price. This 2010 is no exception. Enjoy 
from 2015 through 2020.  90 points —Neil Mechanic 

 

2010 Haut-Bailly (Pessac-Leognan) - 62% cabernet sauvignon, 
36% merlot, 2% cabernet franc. A unique terroir of gravelly sand 
with a high proportion of fossils in the subsoil. Aged for 16 
months in 55% new oak. Very dark, inky ruby, with a nose that 
has become more terroir-driven with time in barrel. Very rich in 
blackberry, violets, saddle leather, and cassis, but it's the huge 
structure of the wine, with an almost additional midpalate, that 
really amazed me. Chock-full of fine-grained tannins, this will be 
a very long-lived wine. Owned by American Robert Wilmers 
since 1998, Chateau Haut-Bailly has seen a tremendous resur-
gence in quality.  95 points —Cory Gowan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once again, the red wines from Pessac-Leognan showed their pedigree with an array of excellent wines presented at 
UGC. While there may have been fewer wines that might be considered ‘classic’, there was more uniformity of style 
across the board, along with 2010’s hallmark precision and clarity of flavor. This region remains a source of excellent 
values, especially when compared to its northern neighbors. 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—Pessac-Leognan & Graves 

2010 Haut-Bergey (Pessac-Leognan) - 60% cabernet sauvignon 
and 40% merlot, planted over 40 hectares in gravelly clay sub-
soil. Aged 18 months in 50% new oak. Dark, inky ruby, this has a 
rich, powerful bouquet of crushed rocks, wet stone, red fruit and 
damp earth – almost Rhone-esque in profile! Ripe and velvety on 
the palate, and although very tannic, it stays in balance. A terrific 
wine to lay down for a couple of years, this will be great for a 
decade-plus. Sylvain Garcin Cathiard has owned Haut-Bergey 
since 1991, and has really raised the bar, giving it the same treat-
ment as her great chateaux.  94 points —Cory Gowan 

 

2010 La Louviere (Pessac-Leognan) - 80 to 85% cabernet sauvi-
gnon with the balance merlot. A dark garnet hue leads into an 
alluring bouquet of creamy oak, vanilla and cedar spice. Beyond 
the palate’s subtle cassis, herb and licorice notes, the intense min-
erality is as refreshing as it is mouthwatering. Tannins are fine 
grained and seasoned nicely with textbook notes of lead pencil 
and cedar shavings. The finish is subtle but lingers for well over 
two minutes. This is tempting to enjoy in 2014, but ideal to hold 
for another 5 to 7 years and cellar through 2030. The quality ex-
ceeds its current retail price and will make the most discerning 
Bordeaux collector a very happy camper!  92 points —Neil Me-
chanic  

 

2010 Latour-Martillac (Pessac-Leognan) - 55% cabernet sauvi-
gnon, 40% merlot, 5% petit verdot. Aged in 30% new oak. Bright 
garnet at the core with a translucent magenta rim, setting up a 
textbook Graves bouquet of gravel, lead pencil, black olive and 
licorice. The palate expresses generous cassis and plum notes 
with hints of cedar spice. Already harmonious in its youth, this 
has impressive balance throughout, with tannins that are firm, 
angular and quite elegant. The finish is bone dry and lingers for 
a few minutes. This release is a tremendous, over-achieving ef-
fort for a house that is more known for its whites than its reds. I 
recommend holding through 2016 and cellaring through 2025.  
92 points —Neil Mechanic 

 

2010 Malartic-Lagraviere (Pessac-Leognan) - 45% cabernet 
sauvignon, 45% merlot, 5% cabernet franc, 5% petit verdot. From 
a 46-hectare “hillock” of gravelly soil with a clay and shell lime-
stone with an average vine-age of 25 years. Aged 20 months in 
60% new oak. The rich, powerful nose is almost port-like, with 
aromas of raspberry liqueur, crushed gravel, fresh tobacco, vio-
lets and an appealing herbal note. Modern-styled, this is very 
smooth and approachable, richly structured in fruit, leading to a 
velvety mouthfeel. Very powerful, this is a top effort in 2010. 
Michel Rolland and Athanase Fakorellis jointly consult on this 
wine.  94 points —Cory Gowan 

2010 Olivier (Pessac-Leognan) - 60% cabernet sauvignon and 
40% merlot. Aged 12 months in 35% new oak. A deep opaque 
ruby, this is also very fragrant on the nose, with aromas of ripe 
red fruit and damp earth. Soft on entry, this explodes on the 
midpalate, creating a bombastic, luxurious tasting experience. 
The tannins on the finish are already smooth and ripe, enhancing 
a very long finish. Already pleasing out of the gate, drink 
through 2023. 92 points —Cory Gowan 

 

2010 Pape-Clement (Pessac-Leognan) - 51% cabernet sauvignon, 
47.5% merlot, 1.5% cabernet franc. Aged in 100% new oak for 18 
months. Very dark in color, this inky, port-like Bordeaux has a 
bouquet replete with raspberry liqueur, chocolate, crushed rocks 
and a nice herbal quality. Very round and plush, with big, round 
tannins that continue to unfold as this glides over the palate. 
What a pure and expressive red. Very sexy and generous while 
focusing the attention. Tannins unfold magnificently on the long, 
incredible finish. A truly unique winery, how many estates can 
trace their history back seven centuries and to a pope? Bravo. 
Drink 2020-2040.  96 points —Cory Gowan 

 

2010 Smith-Haut-Lafitte (Pessac-Leognan) - 65% cabernet sauvi-
gnon, 30% merlot, 4% cabernet franc, 1% petit verdot. Aged for 
16-18 months in 50% new oak. Visually, it’s a sparkling jewel. 
Yields were down this year, making this very concentrated on 
the nose, with intense aromas of raspberry liqueur, cassis, lilacs 
and red and white flowers. This is locked and loaded! Modern 
styled, this addictive red is rich, supple and pure on the palate. It 
finishes very long, with ample integrated tannins that start to 
turn a bit velvety towards the finish. You could almost drink this 
now, it’s just that good. Known as the "quintessential Graves," 
Smith-Haut-Lafitte comes from one block of gravel terroir and 
has been owned by the Cathiard family since 1990. Stephane 
Derenoncourt consults.  96 points —Cory Gowan 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—St. Estephe 

2010 Cos Labory (St. Estephe) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 40% 
merlot. Aged in 50% new oak for 16 months (with 50% one year-
old barrels for 12 months). Dark purple core with opaque inten-
sity. Classic cabernet fruit through and through, with a perfume 
of spicy blackberry and tertiary notes of fresh tar. Juicy on entry, 
with ripe blackberry fruit that is rich and lush, with notably low 
acidity. Balanced by a small grip of tannins, which allows the 
fruit to seamlessly grace the palate into an almost fleshy texture, 
which no other region possesses this Bordeaux vintage.  91+ 
points —Andy Frieden 

 

2010 Lafon Rochet (St. Estephe) - 67% cabernet sauvignon, 31% 
merlot, 1% petite verdot. Aged in 50% new oak for 12 months, 
and one year-old barrels for 8 to 9 months. Dark, opaque purple 
core with full intensity. Classic aromas of brambly-spiced black-
berry, with a bouquet of perfumed flower blossoms, and under-
lying crushed limestone which lifts easily from the glass. Precise 
on entry, with black fruit, spiced plum, blackberry and cassis, 
which grow rich and expansive on the mid-palate. Good intensi-
ty and ripe, well-integrated tannins makes a case for St. Estephe 
as one of the top vintages for 2010 Bordeaux.  91 points —Andy 
Frieden 

 

2010 Les Ormes de Pez (St. Estephe) - 57% cabernet sauvignon, 
34 merlot, 8% cabernet franc, 1% petit verdot. Aged 15 months in 
second-hand barrels from Lynch-Bages. A dark purple core is 
opaque with full intensity. The persistent perfume shows deep, 
brooding blackberry fruit, spring flowers, and acacia blossom, 
tempered with coffee bean and crushed rock to round out the 
bouquet. Ripe, juicy black fruit is delicious and plush on the en-
try. The soft, fleshy mid-palate provides a long, 30 second finish.  
92+ points —Andy Frieden 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2010 Phelan Segur (St. Estephe) - 55% cabernet sauvignon, 45% 
merlot. Aged in 50% new oak for 18 months. Dark garnet, almost 
black at the core with an opaque intensity. Grapey primary black 
fruit is perfumed with persistent spice and incense. Black plum 
and blueberry are ripe on entry, building into a fat, luscious mid-
palate that’s rich in intensity and fleshy in texture. Ultra-ripe 
tannins provide the impression that this could be enjoyed with 
dinner tomorrow, but cellaring will offer worthy development 
for 15+ years.  93 points —Andy Frieden 

It is always hard to gauge the performance of St. Estephe at the UGC tastings, given that only 4 of the appellation's 
wineries attend. Nevertheless, the glimpse they provide into this region's wines should bear well for the rest of the ap-
pellation. They remain well made, with good structure and a rather stern profile. Yet this vintage has blessed the region 
with an extra dimension of complexity that affords the best examples with a suppleness and approachability rarely 
seen in other vintages.  
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—St. Julien 

2010 Beychevelle (St. Julien) - 54% cabernet sauvignon, 38% mer-
lot, 5% cabernet franc and 3% petit verdot.  Dark purple core 
with a ruby rim. Notes of blackberry and plum burst from the 
glass, with subtler aromas of violet and a touch of oak to round 
out an expressive, inviting bouquet. The dark fruit dominates a 
medium-bodied palate, supported by ample acidity, which 
keeps the wine vibrant. Big, firm tannins linger with the fruit on 
a long, impressive finish. Give this 5 years in the bottle and then 
drink over the next 2-3 decades. 93 points  —Alex Shaw 

 

2010 Branaire-Ducru (St. Julien) - 70% cabernet sauvignon, 
23.5% merlot, 4% petit verdot, 2.5% cabernet franc. Saturated 
ruby. Youthful and vibrant, with fresh black currant aromas that 
mix with toasted oak, smoke, spring flowers and spice. Surpris-
ingly integrated at this early state, with wonderful, mouthwater-
ing acidity to balance the tannin and alcohol. The tannin showed 
quite grippy at first, but after a piece of cheese to coat the mouth, 
it was pure fruit for days. Quite elegant and definitely a high-
light of the 2010 Bordeaux offerings. If you must open it now, 
definitely serve with food. 94 points  —Tracey Rose  

 

2010 Gruaud Larose (St. Julien) - 66% cabernet sauvignon, 28% 
merlot and 6% petit verdot.  Inky purple, almost black in the 
glass. Notes of black raspberry and huckleberry mix with aromas 
of truffle and cinnamon on a savory, inviting nose. With big, 
imposing tannins, this shows excellent length, but will need 
close to a decade before coming into balance and approachabil-
ity. Lay it down and then enjoy from 2020-2050. 93 points  —
Alex Shaw 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2010 Lagrange (St. Julien) - 75% cabernet sauvignon, 25% merlot. 
A classic Bordeaux from start to finish. Cedar and cassis builds 
on the bouquet, leading into sweet fruit on the attack - this is a 
strapping, muscular wine with great balance in all components. 
The midpalate has both fresh tannin and buoyant acidity, with 
great concentration - a promise of good things to come. Perhaps 
less refined than the top Bordeaux, give this rough and tumble 
red five to ten years in the cellar and watch how it evolves over 
the following three decades. 93 points —Tracey Rose  

 

2010 Langoa-Barton (St. Julien) - 70% cabernet sauvignon, 20% 
merlot, 10% cabernet franc.  Dark purple core with a lighter rim. 
Notes of blackberry and plum are present but somewhat muted 
on a bouquet that’s highlighted by aromas of black truffle, pencil 
lead and a touch of mint. Big and imposing in youth, the tannins 
are firm and broad, lingering in the mouth on a long, dusty fin-
ish. With its ample acidity, this will need time to mellow and 
come into balance, but should be beautiful in about a decade, 
and 10-20 years more after that. 94 points  —Alex Shaw 

 

2010 Leoville-Barton (St. Julien) - 70% cabernet sauvignon, 22% 
merlot, 8% cabernet franc.  Notes of blackberry and violet mix 
with toasty brioche, espresso and just a touch of eucalyptus on a 
dark, brooding nose. Tannins are big and round, but nicely bal-
anced, with dark fruit and vibrant acidity, keeping the wine fo-
cused through a long finish. With an overall impression of bal-
ance even in youth, this will benefit from another 6-8 years in the 
bottle, and then should impress over the next 25-30 years. 95 
points  —Alex Shaw 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tasted out of barrel, St. Julien was clearly one of the best performing appellations on the Left Bank. Now that these 
wines are in bottle, they have made the transition in fine form. At the UGC tastings, St. Julien clearly possessed the 
traits that characterized the vintage: complexity and balance along with clear and precise flavors. This small appella-
tion is the vintage’s source for wines of value and distinction. 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—St. Julien 

 

2010 Leoville-Poyferre (St. Julien) - 59% cabernet sauvignon, 
30% merlot, 6% petit verdot and 5% cabernet franc. Dark and 
imposing, with notes of blackberry, dark chocolate and wet earth 
on a slightly subdued nose. A class St. Julien, the 2010 Leoville 
Poyferre displays much of the power of Pauillac to the north 
while still displaying much of the elegance of Margaux to the 
south. Silky and almost impossibly supple for a young Bordeaux, 
the dark purple fruit is slightly subdued, but with beautifully 
integrated tannins and nicely balanced acidity, this is a true 
beauty in the making. Lay it down until 2020 and drink over the 
next 3-4 decades. 96 points  —Alex Shaw 

 

2010 Saint-Pierre (St. Julien) - Purple-black at the core, this is 
thoroughly infused with color up to the thin, garnet rim. Power-
ful and complex, the bouquet is immediately seductive in its 
intensity. An ever-developing mélange of red and black fruit 
provides intrigue and carry over onto the palate, where the ex-
citement level ratchets up a notch with its perfect balance. The 
savory black fruit is ripe yet fresh, thanks to well-integrated 
acidity with the whole experience supported by finely hewn 
tannins. Approachable now, this will be a stupendous wine over 
time. My wine of the evening. Enjoy 2014-2044.  97 points —
Chuck Hayward 

 

2010 Talbot (St. Julien) - 63% cabernet sauvignon, 32% merlot 
and 5% petit verdot. Aromas of black cherry and black raspberry 
mix with more subtle notes of loamy earth, toasty oak and a 
touch of mint. Surprisingly soft and approachable in youth, the 
purple and red fruit carry through a long, precise finish support-
ed by nicely integrated tannins. This should really begin to im-
press in another 4-5 years, and drink well over the follow two 
decades. 93 points  —Alex Shaw 
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Left Bank Reds—Medoc , Haut-Medoc, Other Bordeaux 

2010 Belgrave (Haut-Medoc) - 52% merlot, 41% cabernet sauvi-
gnon, 4% petit verdot and 3% cabernet franc. Deep crimson core 
with thin ruby rim. The aromatics timidly reveals themselves in 
soft, elegant progression starting with red and blackberry fruit, 
dark chocolate and cool menthol, building with notes of cedar 
box and an lovely underlying floral nuance. The layered palate 
comes off sweeter and discreetly richer on the mid-palate than 
was anticipated from the nose. Sweet tannins and fleshy acidity 
are already well integrated into the fruit, making this quite irre-
sistible now though it should drink well for 12-15 years. Michel 
Rolland consults.  90 points —Justin Wong 

 

2010 Cantemerle (Haut-Medoc) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 30% 
merlot, and 5% each of cabernet franc and petit verdot. Aged in 
50% new French oak for twelve months. A deep garnet core 
leads to a faint pink rim. Gentle currant and macerated cherry 
aromas follow through to entry, the new oak is almost invisible 
in this cuvee. Cantemerle’s 2010 is all about elegance and grace, a 
tough trick to pull off in this dry vintage. This should be at the 
top of the list for those who prefer a more restrained Bordeaux. 
Leave it alone for a year or two, and enjoy over the following 
decade.  90+ points —Ryan Moses 

 

2010 Chasse-Spleen (Moulis-en-Medoc) - 55% cabernet sauvi-
gnon, 40% merlot, 5% petit verdot. Saturated magenta from core 
to rim. Slightly closed nose that opens with a swirl of air to vio-
let, licorice and cassis aromas. Bright berry up front though the 
mid palate was quite tightly knit and fairly firm. A solid effort 
that will shape up nicely with a few years in bottle. Great price to 
quality ratio found here. 91 points  —Tracey Rose  

 

2010 Clarke (Listrac-Medoc) - 80% merlot, 20% cabernet sauvi-
gnon. Dark, fairly saturated magenta. Sedate and typical aromas 
of cedar, cassis, tobacco and menthol characterize this pleasant 
and fruity blend. Even with its grip on the finish, this is one of 
the more approachable young 2010s. Enjoy it now with hard, 
flavorful cheeses and bold, fatty dishes or lay it down for a few 
years to enjoy through 2020. 89 points  —Tracey Rose 

 

2010 Coufran (Haut-Medoc) - 85% merlot, 15% cabernet sauvi-
gnon. Lush and soft on entry, with good concentration of 
crushed raspberry, vivid plum, licorice, clove spice and gently 
toasted oak. The medium-weighted palate shows excellent juicy, 
ripe fruit, offset by fresh acidity and supple but firm tannins and 
a crisp finish. A nice early drinker that should cellar well for up 
to a decade.  89-90 points. —Justin Wong 

 

2010 Camensac (Haut-Medoc) - 55% cabernet sauvignon, 45% 
merlot. The perfumed nose is reminiscent of ripe black cherry, 
smoky violet and crushed rock, lifted by undertones of dried 
herbs. The medium-full bodied palate offers generous notes of 
black cherry, spiced bramble jam and a touch of earth and tobac-
co. Polished tannins and bright, long-lasting acidity nicely frame 
the rich fruit structure. Enjoy it over the next decade.  89 points 
—Justin Wong.  

 

2010 La Lagune (Haut-Medoc) - 60% cabernet sauvignon, 30% 
merlot, 10% petit verdot. Aged 18 months in 50% new oak. Very 
youthful in color, a deep inky core fades to a bright purple rim. 
Aromas jump out of the glass and feature black raspberry, bitter-
sweet cocoa and black cherry. The palate is lifted by bright acidi-
ty that carries notes of raspberry, framboise and hints of well-
integrated vanilla. Texturally, this is superb, with fine tannins, 
achieving an impressive level of refinement for its price-point. 
Although waiting is advisable, this will be hard to resist. Drink 
2014-2030.  94 points —Ryan Moses 

 

2010 La Tour de By (Medoc) - 70% cabernet, 25% merlot, 5% 
petit verdot, using equal parts new French oak, 1 year-old, and 2 
year-old barrels. Garnet core with a bright ruby rim. This well-
proportioned Medoc leads with notes of ripe, juicy cassis, plum 
and a hint of baking spice. Smooth and classically-styled, the 
palate follows through with cherry, currant and bright acidity to 
carry the wine through an even finish that is highlighted by soft 
tannins. This very balanced effort will drink well upon release, 
and should be enjoyed within the following 5 to 7 years.  89 
points —Ryan Moses 

 

2010 Poujeaux (Moulis en Medoc) - 55% cabernet sauvignon, 
40% merlot, 5% petit verdot. The nose is fairly closed, showing 
cool fresh fruit and a touch of spice. Sweet cassis fills the attack, 
followed by tart red and ripe black fruit. Quite structured 
through the finish. With its great verve and concentration, this 
Poujeaux will be a pleasure down the road, but could be enjoyed 
young with a serious decant. 90 points  —Tracey Rose  
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2010 BORDEAUX UPDATE 

Right Bank Reds—Pomerol 

2010 Clinet (Pomerol) - 85% merlot, 12% cabernet sauvignon, 3% 
cabernet franc. A garnet core pushes straight to the rim. Lifted 
aromas of menthol and baking spice are backed by primary 
strawberry notes. The ripe red fruit leads on entry while mocha 
liquor notes drive a rich texture. Soft, plush, Pomerol-esque tan-
nins add structure, though they’re integrated enough to justify 
enjoyment in as few as two years. This is a lovely, plush, riper-
styled Pomerol with all the components needed to improve over 
the next 30 years.  95 points —Devon Magee 

 

2010 Gazin (Pomerol) - 86% merlot, 10% cabernet sauvignon, 
and 4% cabernet franc. Garnet hue. There’s a lovely, sexy purity 
of red fruit and violet on the nose, which continues on the palate 
along with mouthwatering flavors of wild, freshly-picked red 
fruit. The ripeness here is perfect and fresh, without delving into 
any overdone liquor notes. Silky in texture and feminine in over-
all stature, this is absolutely mouthwatering and will be enjoyed 
over the next 2-25 years. 2010 Burgundy meets 2010 Bordeaux 
here.  94 points —Devon Magee 

 

2010 La Cabanne (Pomerol) - 92% merlot and 8% cabernet franc. 
Ruby core leads into a garnet rim. A subtle nose, with notes of 
mocha and black fruit liquor. Bright with ripe fruit and violet 
flavors on the palate. So true to the appellation, with its sexy 
satin texture and balanced, integrated tannins through the mid-
palate and finish. Enjoyable now and over the next 20 years. 
Classic Pomerol in this exceptional vintage.  92 points —Devon 
Magee 

 

2010 La Conseillante (Pomerol) – 82% merlot and 18% cabernet 
franc. Ruby hue from the core through the rim. The bouquet’s 
violet, black cherry, mocha and subtle spice notes are echoed 
seamlessly on entry for a juicy, irresistible palate. Plush, sexy 
and balanced, I cannot keep my hands off of this Pomerol! It 
straddles peak ripeness in this optimal vintage, yet is dialed back 
just enough to maintain intrigue. Hard to resist already, though 
it will surely improve over the next 20 years. A success for the 
vintage.  97 points —Devon Magee 

 

 

 

 

The range of styles in 2010 Pomerol was more focused than what was found in St. Emilion. While a few examples high-
lighted deeply fruited palates and ripe flavors, they were complemented by wines of precision and finely honed, gravelly 
tannins. Some of the best wines of the vintage will be sourced from Pomerol. The only question that remains is whether 
much will be available on the market, as savvy consumers have long since purchased these wines en primeur last year.  

Roman Laborde of Chateau Clinet 
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Right Bank Reds—St. Emilion 

2010 Canon (St. Emilion) -  75% merlot, 25% cabernet franc. 
Aged in 55% new oak. Dark purple in color with slight ruby 
hues towards the rim. A very showy wine, with notes of straw-
berry, mocha and tar that emerge on the bouquet, followed with 
damp earth and minerals. This is medium-to-full bodied, with 
wonderfully refined tannins and great depth. The flavor profile 
is more together on the palate than the nose at present state, but 
a few more years will help it along. Give it at least another 5 
years, then enjoy the following 2 decades.  93 points —Jeff Loo 

 

2010 Canon La Gaffeliere (St. Emilion) -  50% merlot, 45% caber-
net franc, 5% cabernet sauvignon. Aged in 80% new oak for 19 to 
20 months. Intensely dark, almost opaque purple core. Extremely 
perfumed notes of flower blossoms, charcoal, clay and limestone 
minerality are full of intensity. The gorgeous attack of spiced 
plum and black cherry explodes deliciously, with freshness and 
juiciness on the mid-palate. Incredibly manicured tannins are 
plush, with precision and length already at such a young stage. 
This will be ready to drink in a couple of years and then cellar 
well for 25 to 30+.  95 points —Andy Frieden 

 

2010 Clos Fourtet (St. Emilion) -  88% merlot, 8% cabernet sauvi-
gnon, 4% cabernet franc. Aged in 65% new oak for 16 months. 
Dark, inky purple. A ripe, generous nose of deep brambly black 
fruit highlights spiced plum, blackberry, and super cassis of Di-
jon. Secondary notes of mocha chocolate, limestone and crushed 
rock round out the complex aromas and exciting bouquet. Very 
similar to the 2009. The palate is intense and oily, making for one 
of the most densely packed wines of the vintage. Still, the fresh-
ness of the precise acidity tempers the power and sheer drive, 
making it a sublime treasure of the vintage.  95 points —Andy 
Frieden 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2010 Couspaude (St. Emilion) -  75% merlot, 20% cabernet franc, 
5% cabernet sauvignon. Aged in 55% new oak. Dark purple, al-
most black in the glass. This immediately grabs the attention, 
with notes of licorice, plum, cassis and chocolate, followed by 
graphite, sweet oak and crushed earth. Medium to full-bodied 
and quite rich, with flavors of plum cake, grilled paine and cher-
ry, helping to showcase the playful tannins and well-defined 
acidity. This will hit its stride after another 5 years and drink 
well for the following 2 decades. More than a sleeper in 2010 - 
this is the dark horse of the vintage!  94 points —Jeff Loo 

 

2010 Dassault (St. Emilion) -  85% merlot, 15% cabernet franc. 
Aged in 65% new oak. Dark in color with very little rim varia-
tion, this has attractive notes of plum, graphite and black fruit, 
complemented by cherry and mint. This medium-bodied wine 
has a rather high level of acidity, yet retains enough tannic struc-
ture to provide wonderful balance. A very complex mid palate is 
composed of mocha and persimmon, which reflect well on the 
finish. Give this 3-5 years in bottle and enjoy for 15+. A sleeper in 
2010.  91 points —Jeff Loo 

 

2010 Figeac (St. Emilion) -  Equal parts merlot, cabernet franc 
and cabernet sauvignon. Aged in 50% new oak. Concentrated 
purple at the core with slight ruby hues at the rim. With its unu-
sually large dose of cabernet sauvignon, complex and enjoyable 
notes of mint, fig, plum, sweet toast and strawberry are can be 
detected, along with wet earth and cardamom. Full bodied and 
ramped up, the tannins feel well integrated while the focused 
acidity provides wonderful lift on this colossal effort. This will 
require at least 5-10 years, before being enjoyed for the following 
20+. This is the best Figeac in a long time!  95 points —Jeff Loo 

 

2010 Grand Mayne (St. Emilion) -  80% merlot, 15% cabernet 
franc, 5% cabernet sauvignon. Aged in 50% new oak. An intense 
color all the way from the core to the rim. Flashy notes of plum, 
anise, mocha and fresh herbs leap from the glass, followed by a 
dusting of earth and cherry. Ripe and flavorful, this is one of the 
vintage's less powerful wines, with its soft tannins and medium 
body. A surprisingly tasty wine at this stage, it reminds me of 
the 2009. Give this another 2-3 years and enjoy the following 15.  
90 points —Jeff Loo 

As befits the weather conditions which allowed merlot to achieve perfect ripeness, many wineries struggled to produce 
wines of balance and restraint. Many wineries had problems with overripeness and elevated levels of alcohol and tannins; 
qualities that were far and few between in 2009. The best examples this year had those qualities to spare plus a “wow” 
factor not seen in last year’s releases. In addition, there remain a number of small producers in the region, crafting wines 
of exceptional quality at an affordable price. 
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Right Bank Reds—St. Emilion 

 

2010 La Dominique (St. Emilion) -  77% merlot and 23% cabernet 
franc. This is one of the best La Dominique's produced, back to 
the quality of the ‘89 and ‘90 vintages. Deep purple hue with 
very little variation, sweet notes of black fruit, cassis and earth 
are followed by enticing aromas of raspberry and truffle. The 
palate displays amazing freshness, with a brilliant texture that 
will only get better. Tannins are a bit untamed right now, as is 
the slightly wild flare of acidity, but time will bring them back 
into balance. Do this wine a favor and let it rest in bottle for at 
least 5-8 years and enjoy the following 20+. The 1990 is just start-
ing to open, so it will be interesting to see what time does for the 
2010.  92 points —Jeff Loo 

 

2010 Larcis Ducasse (St. Emilion) -  83% merlot, 17% cabernet 
franc. Dense, opaque purple hue. Surrounding a core of deeply 
flavored black cherry aromas, savory notes of leafy spice, earth 
and chalk soon emerge. Medium-plus in weight, the core of 
deeply flavored fruit is fresh and vibrant, almost crisp and 
crunchy thanks to fresh acids. The backpalate fades away to a 
crisp finish, supported by a fine layer of chalk-laced tannins. A 
short amount of time to let the acidity soften out will help here. 
Enjoy 2015-2028.  93 points —Chuck Hayward   

 

2010 Pavie-Macquin (St. Emilion) -  84% merlot, 14% cabernet 
franc, 2% cabernet sauvignon. Opaque at the core with a deep 
purple black hue. This is deeply concentrated, if slightly primary 
and unevolved, with aromas of ripe fruit laced with vanilla to 
make up an intense bouquet. The ripe fruit comes through on the 
medium to medium-full weighted palate, though it is reined in 
at the back due to some slightly tart acids. Pure cherry notes cov-
er up any tannin on the finish. Enjoy 2014-2026.  93 points —
Chuck Hayward  

 

2010 Troplong-Mondot (St. Emilion) -  87% merlot, 8% cabernet 
sauvignon, 5% cabernet franc. With an opaque purple-black col-
or and narrow garnet rim, the moderately aromatic bouquet 
shows intriguing complexity. Bright and vibrant black cherry 
form the core of the nose but intense aromas of bacon and beef 
marinade are reminiscent of the northern Rhone, adding some 
excitement. The broadly textured midpalate is flavored with 
black cherry and bittersweet chocolate, gaining additional nu-
ance and complexity at the back. Maintaining a sense of balance 
and restraint on the finish, finely grained tannins add structure 
as well. Enjoy 2014-2028.  95 points —Chuck Hayward 
 
 

Count Stephan von Neipperg of Canon La Gaffeliere 
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Bordeaux Blanc 

2010 Carbonnieux Blanc (Pessac Leognan) - 65% sauvignon 
blanc and 35% semillon. Aged in 30% new oak for 10 months. 
Bright notes of citrus, green apple, Bosc pear and vanilla support 
an expressive bouquet. Intense minerality and glimpses of acid 
on the palate are complimented by a rich, ripe expression of 
sweet fruit striking a pleasant harmony of balance and structure. 
Smooth and satisfying, this is a grand example of the vintage’s 
blancs and can easily be enjoyed over the next 5-7 years.  92 
points  —Roland Hankerson 

 

2010 de Chevalier Blanc  (Pessac Leognan) - 85% sauvignon 
blanc and 15% semillon. Pale straw color. Perfumed aromas of 
jasmine, violet and a nutty almond note in the background hint 
at the presence of the 35% new French oak usage. Medium bod-
ied, a briny minerality shows on entry, with almond, citrus and 
fresh lemongrass dancing on the mid-palate. Quite youthful, this 
is showing an edge that will soften and harmonize within two 
years, though it will continue to drink well for a decade. This is a 
very serious blanc that needs to be paired with the most flavorful 
of seafood, such as pasta with clams and butter sauce, or even 
gravlax dishes.  95 points —Christopher Greene     

 

2010 de Fieuzal Blanc (Pessac Leognan) - 70% sauvignon blanc 
and 30% semillon. Aged in 40% new French oak. With its pale 
gold hue, this is a very unctuous, oily textured wine. Aromas of 
lemon zest and lemon curd blend with tones of hazelnut, canta-
loupe and mandarin. Lemon curd and hazelnut stand out on 
entry along with an interesting layer of lanolin. The mouth-
coating body balances the gentle acidity, making this an excel-
lent companion to Mahi Mahi, or Middle Eastern inspired cui-
sine. Although hard to resist now, this should be held for anoth-
er year, and enjoyed through 2025+.  93 points —Christopher 
Greene 

 

 

 

 

 

2010 La Louviere Blanc (Pessac-Leognan) - 85% sauvignon blanc 
and 15% semillon. Aged in 30% new oak for 9-10 months. Well-
blended layers of citrus and an herbaceous core intermingle and 
rise to the top of the glass with ease. While the palate confirms 
the citrus, the acidity is not as pronounced as one might expect. 
Still, this will be perfectly enjoyable over the next 3-5 years. 89 
points  —Roland Hankerson 

 

2010 Malartic-Lagravière Blanc (Pessac-Leognan) - 85% sauvi-
gnon blanc and 15% semillon. Aged in 50% new French oak. Pale 
straw in color. The bouquet is powerful, with aromas of fresh cut 
grass, papaya and guava. The exciting textural acidity beautiful-
ly cuts thought the significant weight of the palate, while notes 
of guava and pineapple overlay the stony minerality. This is 
tropical fruit salad in a glass. Start this wine as your aperitif, and 
then carry it into your meal of roast rabbit, pork, or even fried 
chicken. No need to hold off on this one, it is heavenly right now, 
and has the structure to hold on to its youth for close to a decade, 
with a perfect drinking window through 2030.  97 points —
Christopher Greene 

 

2010 Olivier Blanc (Graves) - 80% sauvignon blanc and 20% 
semillon. Aged in 35% new oak for 12 months. Ripe pineapple, 
melon, and citrus dominate the bouquet of this alluring tropical 
blend, with latent hints of lavender and herbs. The palate is 
fresh, crisp and clean, revealing a bit of apple and apricot with 
an added lift due to the lively acid that accompanies this spry 
production. Enjoy through 2020. 92 points  —Roland Hankerson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dry whites of Bordeaux were blessed with a spectacular growing season. A cool spring developed superb acidity in 
the fruit, followed by a long, dry summer, creating the ideal ripeness for legendary wines. They are taut and elegant, yet 
concentrated and layered. Complexities are superb and they are simply thrilling wines to taste. The entry level wines 
are racy and perfect right now, while the top wines of Pessac-Leognan will easily reach 30+ years of age and prove to be 
some of the best we have seen in decades. Rock stars like Pape-Clement blanc show the new world edge of richness and 
decadence, while domaines like Smith-Haut-Lafitte and Malartic Lagraviere are invigorating and downright mesmeriz-
ing with their classical stylings. 
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Bordeaux Blanc 

2010 Pape-Clement Blanc (Pessac-Leognan) - 51% sauvignon 
blanc and 33% semillon. Aged in 100% new French oak. Pale 
straw hue. Complex aromas of pineapple and marigold open up 
to nuances of white chocolate, paraffin and cashew. Full-bodied 
and rich, the waxy texture is moderated by bracing acidity, al-
lowing tropical and citrus fruit notes to harmonize with nutty 
and floral components. The one-minute plus finish eventually 
tails off into a beautiful cashew nut brittle. Just now beginning to 
come together, this will really start to come into its own after two 
more years, then improve and evolve for another 20+. 97 points 
—Christopher Greene  

 

 

2010 Smith-Haut-Lafitte Blanc (Pessac-Leognan) - 90% sauvi-
gnon blanc, 5% sauvignon gris and 5% semillon. Aged in 50% 
new French oak. Pale gold hue. Aromas of salted Irish butter and 
buttered popcorn lead into mango fruit notes. The popcorn notes 
carry through to the medium-to-full bodied palate, where it 
picks up characteristics of almond, beeswax and a briny mineral-
ity. The finish displays fresh pineapple that lasts close to a mi-
nute. Though thee acidity is cutting and bracing at the moment, 
it will harmonize with another two years in the cellar. Best en-
joyed 2014-2025.  94 points —Christopher Greene 

JJ Buckley’s Tracey Rose samples 2010 Clinet 
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Barsac & Sauternes 

2010 Climens (Sauternes) - 100% semillon. Aged in 35% new 
oak. Vibrant yellow/straw hue. This was hands down, the most 
backwards, closed wine of the tasting. Completely unyielding at 
first, requiring sometime in the glass to finally shed its inner 
beauty. True to Climens style, this is promising to be a wine for 
the ages. It is ripe and tropical, yet beautifully spiced. So much 
tension on the palate, with bucket-loads of vibrant acids. The 
fruit is compact yet ethereal, with an abundance of floral notes 
and ripe yellow stone fruit. I expect this will last much longer 
than I can predict. It certainly won’t show its full potential for 
another 5-7 years, and will really start hitting its stride some-
where in the range of 25+ years, drinking well for at least 15 after 
that. 2018-2050+.  97+ points —Geoffrey Binder 

 

2010 Coutet (Barsac) - 75% semillon, 23% sauvignon blanc, 2% 
muscadelle. Aged in 100% new oak. A vibrant straw, touching 
on gold, color with flecks of green. This is very clean and well-
delineated aromatically, with lots of high toned tropical fruit, 
rounded nicely with baking spices and ginger. This has an in-
credibly lively feel on the palate and shows excellent length and 
assertive acidity. Notes of white cherry and Meyer lemon show 
first, followed by candied orange peel and marmalade spiced 
notes. Linear on entry, this broadens exquisitely, creating a 
mouth-coating sensation in which the richness is cut by persis-
tent acidity. This is the signature of Coutet. Expected lifespan is 
30+ years.  96 points —Geoffrey Binder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2010 de Fargues (Sauternes) - 80% semillon, 20% sauvignon 
blanc. Aged in 15% new oak. A pale yellow gold color leads into 
a fresh and lively nose, with lots of white floral notes and bright 
citrus. This is one of the more refined and elegant wines of the 
vintage. It has weight and concentration yet the acidity creates 
an elegance that is unmatched. Lots of lemon curd and lime mix 
with ripe yellow stone fruit and a long finish. There is just 
enough botrytis spice here that it creates depth but does not in-
terfere with the lovely fruit. Drink now through 2040+.  95 points 
—Geoffrey Binder 

 

2010 Doisy Daene (Barsac) - 87% semillon, 13% sauvignon blanc. 
Aged in 33% new oak. Shows a medium yellow-gold color. Lem-
on cream and key lime mix among darker tropical fruits like 
mango and pineapple, touching lightly at orange peel. Showing 
great tension from the abundant acidity, but balancing the su-
perb concentration enough to create a weightless feel. This is 
light on botrytis yet loaded with exotic, ripe tropical fruit notes. 
An exciting young Sauternes to watch develop over the next 25 
years.  94 points —Geoffrey Binder 

 

2010 Guiraud (Sauternes) - 65% semillon, 35% sauvignon blanc. 
Aged in 100% new oak. Showing an eye catching vibrant gold 
color. This shows an inviting sexy nose of warm vanilla, ripe 
apricot and honey, with a spicy ginger note that jump from the 
glass. Full bodied, mouth-coating richness hits on entry, creating 
a luxurious mouthfeel that enrobes the tongue with pineapple, 
quince, lemon curd, and a candied ginger finish. This is broad 
shouldered and powerful, yet refined and elegant from the per-
sistent acidity. Keeping true to Guiraud style, this is a wine that 
will prove to last 30+ years.  97 points —Geoffrey Binder 

 

 

 

2010 is the middle vintage of a fabulous three-year run for the golden wines of Bordeaux. 2009 represents a riper, flashier 
year, with lower levels of botrytis, yet concentrated and full of decadence. 2011 is driven by acidity and clean botrytis 
making for elegant and ethereal wines. 2010 nestles right in the middle, displaying exciting exotic aromas, mouth filling 
lavishness, and invigorating acidity.  It is the complete package that will stand the test of time and prove once again 
that Sauternes makes some of the greatest sweet wines in the world.  

 

2010 was not an easy year, first marked by a cool spring, ultimately assisting in acidity retention. A dry summer fol-
lowed, creating a head start to concentration of fruit flavors. Finally, very limited botrytis arrived to start the fall. In 
the latter half of October, the region was blessed with rain and warm temperatures that rocketed botrytis into develop-
ment and concentrated the grapes to the ideal stage. This is a hallmark vintage that will be irresistible to even those 
shy of sweet wines.  
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Barsac & Sauternes 

2010 Lafaurie-Peyraguey (Sauternes) - 90% semillon, 8% sauvi-
gnon blanc, 2% muscadelle. Aged in 55% new oak. This is a real 
standout, one that left me wanting more. A pale yellow/gold 
hue has deep gold flecks radiating throughout. The aromatics are 
layered and well delineated, showing darker notes up front of 
toasted coconut, roasted almond, quince and apricot under-
scored by notes of acacia & orange blossom. Brighter citrus nu-
ances round out the finish. This is exquisite in texture, combining 
that signature 2010 concentration and richness while mouth-
watering acidity wraps everything up beautifully. This is one 
that continues to expand in your mouth as you taste. Classically 
decadent yet regally refined already, this begs for more time in 
bottle and promises to be rewarding to those who wait. Enjoy 
now through 25+ years.  96 points —Geoffrey Binder 

 

2010 Rayne-Vigneau (Sauternes) - 80% semillon, 20% sauvignon 
blanc. Aged in 33% new oak. The darkest of the wines tasted, 
with a persistent gold color and light touches of green. Showing 
big spicy aromatics up front, along with darker notes of candied 
ginger and dried apricot. It comes across as full bodied and al-
most chewy in texture. Loaded with darker notes of marmalade 
and dried yellow stone fruit, it shows very compact on entry, but 
opens towards the finish, broadening to show that there is much 
tucked beneath. One of the deepest in color and flavor profile, 
this has just enough acidity to keep it all in check. Drink now 
and over the next 15 years.  92 points —Geoffrey Binder 

 

2010 Suduiraut (Sauternes) - 92% semillon, 8% sauvignon blanc. 
Aged in 50% new oak. A beautiful vibrant gold color, this was 
one of the darker Sauternes of the tasting. Notes of citrus, fresh 
vanilla bean and light, pretty floral notes make up the bouquet. 
This shows a full, rich mouthfeel yet it remains lithe and elegant. 
It shows slightly darker notes on entry, with dried apricot, can-
died ginger and a firm, spicy finish. The texture and weight is 
impressive, carrying the decadent mouthfeel of the 2009, while 
displaying much more freshness and acidity to create a long 
powerful finish that goes on for 10+ seconds. In youth it’s hard 
to resist, but it will easily provide two decades or more of life.  95 
points —Geoffrey Binder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2010 La Tour Blanche (Sauternes) - 80% semillon, 15% sauvi-
gnon blanc, 5% muscadelle. Aged in 100% new oak. A pale yel-
low color with green flecks. This shows a clean, high-toned nose 
of apricot and peach, with touches of honey and a light spice. 
This is a more medium weight effort driven by brighter acidity 
and a lighter botrytis spice, with notes of white peach and nec-
tarine, and light touches of ginger and lemon. The lighter style 
would make for an excellent aperitif and should drink well for 
the next 10+ years.  91 points —Geoffrey Binder 

Geoffrey Binder, JJ Buckley’s Sauternes expert, assessing 
the vintage 
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